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NO. 5 
The Supplement Board is very 
proud of the new form in which the 
paper appears for the first time with 
this issue, and we hope that the col-
lege will like having a Literary Sup-
plement to its NEWS in the same 
shape as the magazine sections of all 
the other important newspapers. If, 
however, you find that it is irksome 
and not worth the effort to fold your 
Supplement into magazine shape 
won't you please go to the Administra-
tion Building and drop your comments 
into the handsome new box, so kind-
ly presented to us by Mr. Mussey? 
Don't forget, by the way, that this 
box was placed there for the recep-
tion of your literary productions. We 
think it is such a very nice box that 
it would be shameful, if it were al-
lowed to go empty. 
BLIND THINGS 
There is a gorgeous mansion in 
which there is a round, gold and ivory 
room. The floor of this room is like 
a butter-scotch drop, and on it stand 
little tables quivering and stiff-legged 
with fright. Dull-colord French prints 
flatten themselves shyly against the 
walls, and soft silken piUows blush 
and -crumple like roses, at a touch. 
It has the soul of a chiffon pincushion. 
And the pins? Little doll ladies pat-
ter across the gleaming floors in high 
heeled shoes, and, sitting at bridge, 
lower their ·blind, wide awake eyes to 
their small, jewelled hands. The 
plumed and ru:flled ladies nodding to 
each other in the prints are very like 
them. It is most prdbable that they 
are saying quite the same things. We 
almost f ee·l that if the room were 
emptied into a shallow dish, and 
burned, the ash would be rose gray 
lace and sweet to smell. 
Those gay-headed pins that so light-
ly join a rose bud to a knot of ribbon 
or an edge of gauze, are not shallow 
things. They are the French print to 
the silk wall, and the pillow to the 
couch. Those little doll ladies are not 
without a purpose. They have a great 
purpose, and it keeps them very ·busy 
all day long. It keeps them so very 
busy that they are quite tired at night. 
Unless one lives their life one can 
not know the toil and moil of their 
wee hearts. The crude world can 
not thrill to the sensitive tremors 
that stir the fibres of their being. 
They are fragile creatures with fragile 
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ence, a person of this age of dispatch 
is appalled. Our forefathers, nearer 
our own days, were a little more acute. 
They soon discovered that with less 
trouble and discomfort, they could be 
admirably, though distantly thrilled, 
by rehearsing the deeds of others 
through the leaves of 1books. How-
ever, even this method had its dis-
advantages, for it cannot be denied 
their small lives, and engage their that to read, one must think, infinitesi-
small minds. They must be kept mally, sometimes, but the necessity 
from pricking the fingers of the great; remained, a bug-bear to be done away 
red faced, progressive world, and ir- with. We are fortunate that in our 
ritating him to . a belittling frenzy. day, we have reached the perfect solu-
Make way for this progressive fellow! tion to this age problem; we do not 
He furnishes the little creatures with have to act, we do not have to think, 
their rose bud thoughts. It is he, who merely, we go to the "movies." 
singing and swaggering and huzzah- Slowly the curtain parts, not to dis-
ing, shows up their delicacy and gives close a scene of light and vividness, 
them the right to lift their petticoats but a colorless screen that soon is 
so gingerly from the wire. It is he pictorially informing the audience 
who, by his very roughness, makes that Pare's soap will not harm a 
their perfumed daintiness apparent. child. We cannot avoid this . informa-
Soft, bright colored, little things, tion, for there is a being, unnatural, 
engrossed in your petty existence, but recognizable as a child, submitting 
were it not for you, the hearty world to the a'Pplication of the admirable 
would grow sour in lacking the butt Pare's soap. Other alluring advertise-
of a joke. It would have no grudge ments follow, then there is an expec-
on which to vent its ill-nature. It tant hush; love, adventure, and a 
would have no plaything, or foolish thrill of iniquity are about to be put 
toy, for which to make pink rose buds. before us. 
It would lose the froth that :bespeakes He stands quiet for a moment, and 
a finer substance underneath. his eyes, slightly more oblate than the 
Tiny ringed and ruffled things! It usual almond, look, veiled, into space. 
is you who sap the strength of Gar- One wonders what Mr. Rodolph thinks 
gantna and snip the locks of Samson of, for his eyes are so unnaturally 
with your gold-encrusted shears. Bet- blank that one must believe that he 
ter almost were your tears and is speculating on something new and 
whines. Better were it to prick his strange. With unspeakable grace, at 
fingers than to stop his heart. You just the angle for the audience to be 
must go and you must go by your own held enthralled between wonder at the 
consummation. Your flaming hearts defeat of gravity, and admiration of 
must burn a clean path for this fine, the becoming slant, a cigarette dangles 
heroic fellow who leads us, leads us from lips darkingly sensuous. It must 
so confidently, to great goals. Plumed be an effort for the actor to keep his 
ladies nodding from gold silk walls are lips in this same tenor of daring sen-
very serious things. suousness, for sometimes they relax 
ELEANOR MoAK, 1927. into an appearance quite normal, but 
not for long; for Mr. Rodolph corrects 
the lapse the next moment. There is 
ON THE GENIUS OF MR. RODOLPH a quizzical twist in the black eyebrows 
VALENTINO that Nature may or may not have 
fashioned, and above all we know that 
Love, adventure, and a thrilling un- here is the instrument of love, adven-
dertone of iniquity: who has not ture, and a thrill, yes, quite a big 
craved them? our le~s fortunate an- thrill, of iniquity. 
cestor, upon experiencing a like de- E'nter the heroine. She is a mild, 
sire, was compelled to go out and attractive beauty of the anaemic type, 
ride about in armor until he found a and of a mien of such supreme holi-
fair lady to be loved, or a villain to ness, that one wonders what she does 
be slaughtered. One cannot doubt in real life. Mr. Valentino is stimu-
that his results were satisfactory, but lated, and now we see the breaker of 
as one reads over the old records of a thousand hearts in action. With 
souls, and fragile things hold them in 
suspense. love, adventure, and iniquity were restrained enthusiasm, he glide~ 
the days spent and wasted before the 
The world throws them a rose or found, and of the trouble and hard- across the room, snatching from his 
a bit of gauze wit"b. which to W~itrr ship tne poor kn.j&ht }!ad to experj- p.eaq J;iis ir~~~fC?~c~abJe h~t thf!.t 
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looked so becoming a fe.w minutes 
ago, and discloses to the absorbed 
audience a shining surface which we 
know, by its locality, to be hair. It 
is shiny, like polished mahogany, and 
it refracts the light of the room. In-
A RECOLU~CTION OF JAMES 
IIUNEKER (1886) 
By My Father 
All day the sun had hidden from the 
THE SQUIRREL 
As quick as fire, as light as flame 
His movements lick the ground, 
He seems epitome of life, 
And verve of world around. 
voluntarily, one recalls words appro- wind in a mass of clouds. Now, as 
priate in another connection, "Valspar the first rain was streaking the win-
varnish. Boiling water can be applied dow-panes, the lamplighter, his ruddy 
without injury." Mr. Valentino bends flambeau reflected in his oilskin coat, 
low over the white hand of the hero-
A furry question mark of grey. 
He makes upon a tree, 
As quick as an electric sign, 
Reverse, tail down is he. 
ine of the guileless eye, a knowing was plodding through the mud. Vague-
smile is registered which fairly vi- ly I pitied him even while I envied his 
brates with iniquity, and his eyes glint firm stride against the rush of the 
with the spark of the not deadly but wind and the beating of the rain in 
still dangerous, variety of "parlor" his face. 
His movements tingle in my mind, 
I feel his furry prance, 
A spiritual activity, 
Soul wrong side out, adance. 
snake. Within the room, objects had begun FRANCES KEELY, 1925. 
Matters progress, and as a result of to take on those dim, unreal shapes, 
the capabilities of Mr. Valentino, the that even the most familiar surround-
love is satisfactorily coupled with the ings wiJ.l assume when dusk falls. The IN SPAIN 
adventure. Perhaps we could com- very coals in the grate seemed black We all have our castles in Spain 
ment that Mr. Valentino seems a little and deadened. into which we put all those dreams 
partial to the undertone of · guile, ·but Then there was the opening of a which we know are too elusive or too 
who can object, when it is portrayed door, the sound of young voices, a fragile for the atmosphere of this 
by so capable an artist? The remark- draught of chilly air, and the smell of world. There we have gathered to-
able rolling eyes, the lips of the dar- damp overcoats and dripping umbrel- gether all the things which have 
ingly sensuous curve, the snake-like las. My two cousins-Frederic and struck our fancy from the time when 
tread, must surely keep us apprccia- Frances, entered the room with a we were children,-bits of gardens, 
tive, and when the elements have been young man whom I had often seen in music, places, pictures, faces, books,-
so manipulated that we know our their company- a tall, slim, young and to them we retire when the pres-
evening is near at end, then, when the man with classic features and hair sure of worldly affairs grows too gteat 
slow fade-out closes on Mr. Valentino that waved ever so slightly. With [for our tired selves. My castles are 
and the anaemic lady of fortune, our rapid gestures and eyes aflame with full of dream houses. They are the 
last impression is one of a black shiny excitement he was talking. My cousins houses where I would love to have 
halo effect in the vicinity where the called him "Jame." lived. 
average individual grows his hair, and Not heeding me, for I shrank into a My August and September house 
a smile on the lips, still persistently corner of the window-seat, they con- stands in a riot of flaming tiger-
daring which should remind us of the tinued the conversation. On each face lilies. All the way from the gate in wonde~s of civilization, which should was an expression almost unearth!! in the high box hedge to the door, they 
make us congratulatory that for thirty- , its intensity. They spoke of music- grow in a tangle of orange that al-
five cents we have experienced love, such things as I had never before most smothers the gravel path and 
adventure, and a thrilling undertone I heard in my short life .. Now I. know completely hides the tiny part that 
of iniquity, even as of old, did our an- I shall never hear the hke agam. . used once to be grass. The house in 
cestors. My cousins had always been kmd its hundred-odd years has come al-
ALICE HICKEY, 1926. enough. Yet Francis, with his eternal most to match them. Its big stones 
LEAVES 
Noonday sunshine streaming through 
my roof of leaves 
Changes them to drops of liquid 
emerald, 
Changes them to flaming bits of green-
tinged ambre: 
Near the lake the aching blue of · sun-
dazed waters flashes between 
business, and Frederic, with his seem to have absorbed the warm sun-
troublesome illness, conversed very light until they are the pale amber of 
seldom. To-night, under the influence soap-stone; its very roof is of a redder 
of "Jame," their outer shells seemed brown than those of ordinary houses. 
to have dropped off and the shining The peace and warmth and loveliness 
glory beneath lay revealed. of the valley the house looks down 
"Jame" did most of the talking. upon,-the valley beaten down upon 
From his lips words slipped like the by the hot sun until the smell of wild 
notes of the music he loved so well. grapes and dry grass reaches even 
My eyes grew round with wonder at into the cool, dim rooms inside the 
his golden phrases. house,-have flooded it in a radiance 
Before me floated misty, gleaming of content. It is a place in which to 
shapes that shifted into other bright live a life of blissful lazy days, filled 
them, galaxies before they gained coherence. with colour and fragrance and sun-
They quiver with the intensity of in- I seemed to be standing in a great shine. 
articulate life-like the beating limitless void with a clear vision that But as October grows cold and No-
saw only the infinite god Art beckon- vember comes in, wet and raw with a of a heart. 
ing from the end of space. He ceased bleak grey sky and chilling fog, and 
Outside my window pale children of to speak. The fire in his eyes died the mist collects on the trees to drip 
down. Abruptly, leaving stillness like onto the sodden leaves beneath, off I 
a pall behind him, he went out of the rush to my winter house. The great 
room. Francis, with his preoccupied stone dragons on the gateposts, the 
expression, and Frederic, with his pale dripping oaks, welcome me as I drive 
weary face, were utterly silent. Into up to the door. It is just the same as 
their eyes there had crept that expres- ever,- my house,-with its grey stone 
sion that comes to those who, in spite walls, long leaded windows, and blu-
of their devotion, have somehow ish-grey slate roof. Inside there are 
"missed out" in the great gamble of roaring fires that make flickering 
the evening dance; 
They spray across the glass, the ach-
ing sadness of all transiency em-
bodied in their motion, 
Which is one with the sorrow of all 
dusks, the grief of all things soon 
to be unseen ; 
If they are so poignantly lovely now, 
fragile fingers clutching at the 
pale skirt of night, 
What are they like when it is wholly 
dark, I wonder? 
MARIO HOPKINS, 1927. 
genius. lights and shadows on the wainscot-r 
But I was a child, and in me had ing and radiate a comforting warmth. 
been born a great love. At the back, a refuge from . the · 
JlUTil REINHART, 1926. drenched outdoors, is the library 
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where the water dropping from the I do not think he could have produced shou ld she take? Jose, Pedro, Juan 
clipped shrubs onto the stones of the an offspring so emotionally vigorous ... They were all the same. 
terrace and the soft snapping of the as Amelita unless he had married the But if she had written a good com-
fire are . the only sounds and where bustling, typically Spanish, kind of position she was going to Par'is to 
the rows of books have a friendly air woman that her mother is . Her write plays, to act in them he-rself 
of invitation. I am pleasantly aware mother must have given her the im- perhaps. I might come and keep house 
that the dining-room will be lit with passioned nature which can bear her for her and advise her about her cos-
tall candles which will barely allow to the crest of a wave of ecstacy and tumes, cheer her over rough places 
the hunters on the wall to emerge leave her stranded on a beach empty which might beset the path of genius. 
from the shadows and that upstairs of all save despair, all in a single No, she had no illusions. She knew 
is an enormous canopied bed into hour. that all would not be easy. 
whose lavendar-sweet linen I will When I first began to know Amelita, I hope that she will marry one of 
presently sink. In this house, I with- all her joys and sorrows made me feel the Spanish youths who write so ro-
stand all the storms and blustering for her the deepest sympathy. I at- mantically. At least she is not de-
winds of winter until the April sun tempted to reach the dizzy heights of luded as to their virtues, and I think 
grows warm in 'the sky. her gladness and to attain, or to pre- she will find one to her satisfaction. 
Then, I am dragged by an irresist- tend that I attained, the exquisiteness Selfishly speaking, it would be far 
ible force to the ocean. My ocean of her pain. But after a little I found pleasanter for me to winter in the 
house is on a cove where it broadens that I either wanted intensely to tell semi-tropics now and then than to 
into the sea. Only a sea-wall and a her to stop being an ass, or that I pour hot coffee down the throat of a 
few feet of grass separate the house sat impassive, and mused about her pseudo-genius who won't realize that 
from the water and all the air is filled facial expression as she passed from her best talent is making people love 
with the salt-smell. The house itself, one crisis to another. It is strange, her. 
in which every room looks out on a and in a way pitiful, that I could think C. ST. J. M., 1925. 
wind-swept ocean, is a rambling one only of the sensitiveness and fineness 
of white clapboards with green shut- of her lips, delicately curved and 
ters and ·doors. On the side towards tinted, sad that tlre paleness of her 
the road a white picket fence keeps cheeks only causd me some considera-
the Japanese roses and calendulas tion for her health. 
AN APPRECIATION OF A 
J{NOTIIOLE 
It is all very well to be enmeshed 
within bounds. An old gnarled apple in some of our wilder-moderns' theo-She aroused the same feeling, or It 
t h ldfi h l . h d ries, for a brief space of time. ree, w ere a go nc Ives, s a es lack of it, in most of the other girls 
t he path, and a honey-suckle vine stimulates our thinking capacity by at the convent. They complained that 
spreads over the doorway. In this she had no sense of humour, and some 
house the call of the sea, of ever- of them urged me to tell her that she 
rousing our indignation, but we fidget 
with uneasiness and squirm out of 
the entanglement as best and as pre-
We do not al-
changing, surging, living power, chal- lacked perspective. This fearful tid-
1 d · · ~1 · 1 cipitately as we may. enges an mspires. .r ere Is a P ace ings plunged the poor girl into such 
h . k t th ht ways just comprehend whither to t m grea oug s. a fit of woe that she longed openly all 
Of course, there is a house for every 
mood as well as for every time of year 
or day, but these are the chief ones, 
and my favorite, but also my faintest, • 
hope is that perhaps even in thisl 
world I may sometime live in one of· 
these houses of mine. 
CONTENT M INER, 1926. 
SACRAMENT 
their bright-colored Cubism and Da-
for days to return to her "warm doism and Futurism tend. 
south." When her friends told her that Books bound in Florentine wall-
for her to take what I had said so 
seriously was a proof of its truth, she 
gave what I tb'ink she hoped was a 
cynical smile, and said that some day 
we would understand her. 
pa pers and written in violet ink are 
startling to say the least. They are a 
refreshing novelty to gaze upon after 
the endless procession of varying 
shades of green with gold lettering. 
I cite these schoolgirl opinions, in- Just there , though, there should be 
eluding my own, as samples of what an encl. The monotony of too many 
the world will think of her later un- violent inks is far more wearing than 
less, as is doubtful, she turns out a the monotony of too much simplicity. 
I should like to bring her, not gold, genius. Only geniuses in this cool It is with a deep sigh of contentment 
And frankincense, and myhrr, . and temperate zone of ours, are al- that we turn to such an author as 
But a bowl of scooped lapis, thin lowed to show much elemental Samuel McChord Crothers after a 
To the touch of her. warmth. Ordinary people are doomed 
by the complexities 1 of ·our civilization 
How the grapes ached whose tears to a stolid acceptance of unalterable 
Have worn the rim, she'd know facts or to conscious unhappiness. 
And would fill it with Lacrimae Sometimes in whispers we used to 
Christi discuss Amelita's future late into the 
And drink it so. night. If she felt that she had made 
E. WOLFF, 1927. a poor recitation during the day she 
confused rambling among some of our 
"very-moderns." There comes a com-
forting feeling of mutual understand-
ing and good will between us and this 
entertaining writer. We settle back 
leisurely in happy anticipation of a 
friendly chat. For a delightful half 
hour we smilingly watch ourselves, 
Nas resolved to marry one of the many our very modern selves, in his essay 
AMELITA impassioned suitors whose letters and on "The Toryism of Travellers," seri-
verse she sometimes translated for me ously journey o'er the land in an effort 
Amelita's mother was, in her youth, from the Spanish. The domestic l.ife Lo see the oldest thing alive in the 
a noted Spanish beauty. She is still, was the only thing she was good for. oldest way. We don't like the idea of 
if her daughter describes her correct- Then, like a sophisticated grand- Bagdad's being combed and brushed 
ly, "a little doll." Her father is an mother, I told her that this would be and dressed in civilian clothes. We 
American · scientist, a man deyoted to a very good thing for her to do. I progressives would prefer to have him 
his family, his "warm south," as he thought it would be splendid for her swagger at us, bold and bearded, and 
calls the Caribbean tropics, and, above to keep house in Cuba or Mexico, with a knife in his red sash. A very 
all, to the pursuit of Truth with a very where the servants were so plentiful, lovely example of this is given where 
serious capital T. He is a dreamer, and to raise a whole houseful of chil- he describes a clergyman journeying 
and Amelita has inherited from him dren. Just the thing for Amelita! to Palestine , to help the "poor, be-
an .idealistic turn of mind, despite the 0 woe! If I had lost faith in her, nighted heathen," and returning 
sane practicality of her conventional I, her only true friend, then she was thrilled with the old-world asp~ct t? 
mother. But he is a native of these no good. She might as well die. Evi- such an extent that when "he fell 
temperate· United States, who has evi- dently she was not the genius she had among thieves" he was delighted w"ith 
delltly adopted the "detached attitude." supposed herself. Well, which man the consistency of the incident. 
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We see his delicate and suggestive us the warmest, most spicy of Oriental the Buddha breathed more warmly 
humor in his description of himself fragrances, like no odor purported to upon us of the East, as we passed 
lost in the maze of a department be Oriental that I have ever known. through his reluctant mouth. 
store in a modest effort to match for It was so different, so unique, as to MARION HOPKINS, 1927. 
his wife, a tiny skein of silk. On be- seem the actual expression of the 
ing extricated from the labyrinth of whole atmosphere of the East, and 
corridors and guided to the corner he my recognition of that fact made me 
sought, he says meekly, "I feel all the feel for a moment as though it were 
gratitude of the shorn lamb for the something that I had known well be-
tempered wind." fore. 
A DISCONCERTING GUEST 
DEPARTS 
James Branch Ca·bell paid his bill 
Again does the delicacy of his hu- We proceeded hypnotically across and left the Pastime Inn. His step was 
mor warm the cockles of our hearts an open court, the pillars of which lighter and his face less dejected than 
as he naively describes the Lilliputians stretched themselves upward through when he had entered; if he still felt 
laughing over their discovery of Gui- endless balconies, and whose plants some pangs of hunger one never would 
liver and their recognition of his seemed to have been perverted into 
have known. Yet he left despair be-eyes, lips and nose. " 'How very odd,' strange and fantastic shapes. Per-
they would say to themselves, 'and haps some ·pagan god created them hind him. Father Time sighed mourn-
how very like'." so, after the pattern of his own brain. fully as he cleared the table for some 
There are few indeed who do not We seemed to have been trailing other guest. 
like to be picked up to peek through for interminable years up bizarre, 
the knothole in the fence and spy on 'black marble stairs after our eunuch, "What an appetite! It is a miracle 
to me how he exists on dessert alone. the others quite unconscious of the when finally we reached the low, 
eyes of a benevolent enemy. And when chairless rooms in which were the Tonight it was the Nightingale and the 
we read one of Mr. Crothers' essays we wives. My slight intuitional vision Rose. One of the daintiest of morsels, 
are being lifted from the throng ever in the beginning aided me when I agree, but of too few calories to 
so gently to peek through the knot- I perceived the revolting obesity 1 th compose a meal. It is a ways · e hole. We almost forget that Mr. sprawling-not reclining-around us. 
e way Last night he ordered Crothers is holding us, he does it so They rose in the way that all stout sam · 
lightly. women do with sighing labor. I was Melusina and the night before Don 
ELEANOR MO.AK, 1927. 
LILLIPUTIA 
somewhat relieved when the · escort Quixote, one of the heartiest meals he 
told us that the husibarid was away has had in a long time. I suppose that 
in his country home with fifteen of he will soon order his favorite tart, 
the wives, and that these were the 
Gulliver's Travels. What do you say discards of the seraglio. Soft and I asked, "What is music?" 
Somewhere a voice answered, 
mocking a little, said, 
"Perhaps it is the whirring of 
far stars, 
loose indeed were the white garments of him, Methusaleh ?:' and Father Time 
and 
they wore. In the marriage chamber, turned to the trusty servant who was 
the a place of dark, sweet draperies and adding dry paragraphs to the fire-
cunningly pannelled Walls, with grunts cracker on the hearth. 
intended to excite envy, they brought Caught in little threads for men. 
the exquisitely embroidered marriage "I think he is missing some of the Or it may be the sound of light slant-
clothes from a fragrant chest. When best things on your menu. No meat ing through clear water. 
But I think it is the laughter of the they put a soft, white thing about me, of life is flavored to suit his taste. 
high gods I felt bathed in ambrosial mists. Then hi•s taste is at fault. He says: 
At men- who make so little of such One of the wives led us into the "I ask of literature precisely those 
infinity. music room to play upon a tortured things of which I feel the lack in my 
R. R., 1926. 
HA.REM 
instrument. In a corner of the place own life." He is disgusted with life 
I discovered a white girl with an ex- and calls to the world of romance for 
pression of the most unutterable dis- rescue. That is all very well to a cer· 
content on her face. And when I saw tain degree. But, the longer he stays 
her I realized fur a moment the emo- in the strange dim land:, the more he 
Our dark escort had pounded ve- tion of that house, the burning jeal- will hate the crudenes·s of this flesh-
hemently on the door for perhaps the ousy, the searing Oriental hate, the and-blood reality and ·he hates be-
f.ourth time, and as we continued to sullen despair; and on the part of the cause he cannot understand, for, as de 
wait, my eyes realized again the beau- white woman, indifference, loneliness Rolland says: "To understand' every-
ty of the object of his violence, elabo- -:-an isolation complete ·because of in- thing is to hate nothing." 
rately wrought and sagging, almost, congeniality of mind and emotion, "Then he should ask of literature 
beneath the weight of its carvings. Its worse perhaps than any other,-and that it also bring him the understand-
dim, stained-glass windows showed us finally terror, perhaps like that of ing of tliose things he experiences in 
nothing, but my mind conjured up a the soldier who finds that he has en- life. Life and literature should supple· 
vision of slender dark-skinned wives, tered himself in the lists of the enemy. ment each other as a study of the 
softly robed, gliding past on the How the tumultous ·seething jealousy world we live in. Balzac, Hugo, Toi: 
other side of those secretive panes. of the East must have beat itself stoy, Dickens are only a few of those 
Then as an obese, sullen youth with a against the utter indifference of the who would make him understand. 
horrible red eye did actually open the West. And how the emotional terror Wordsworth would make him see the 
door, I had a swift realization of what of the Occident must have washed the enduring beauty of nature. 1Shelley 
it might easily be like, crude, un- sands of Oriental incomprehension to would tell him 
beautiful, cheap,-entirely lacking in have brought that terrible express.ion 
the atmosphere of exotic mystery so to a lovely face. 
necessary to my conception of a Then I think, I understood the re-
harem. pellant attraction of ·that dark house, 
While our escort and the eunuch, so expressed in the very lines of its walls, 
called by me for my own satisfaction, .in the hostile coldness of its .black 
conversed in characteristically antag- marbles, in the delirious shadows 
onistic tones, the Buddha-I had which its plants cast on the white 
thought of the . palace as that when floor. 
we a~proached it because of its lofty, 
1 
For in it was ·being enacted the tra-
scowlmg appearance-breathed upon gedy of civilization. And that is why 
'The pine trees are singing 
Old songs with new gladness; 
T.he billows and fountains 
Fresh music are flinging.' 
Ah, there are so many to answer the 
questions he will not ask," and Father 
Time pensively stroked a question-
mark that had become tangled up in 
the sighs of his silken beard. 
JULIA ALDER, 1926. 
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The Seven Lively Arts by Gilbert ally our one work in the expression- between the crossed arms of the cen; 
Seldes. Harper and Bros. New York. istic mode." tral dancers drew them slowly to-
1924. Mr. Dooley, M et Mr. Lardner as a gether into unity. 
Three cheers for Mr. Seldes-he has study of satire is illuminating. An It would be interesting to know how 
justified jazz and the younger genera- expression applied to Artemus Ward this perfection of movement and 
tion. No, not justified them, for they cuts much deeper than Ward: "Juve- rhythm is worked out-whether it is 
didn't need that, but stated well their nal and Johnson may have been su- conceived, directed, and drilled by one 
case. Not, moreover, that the "lively perior to the thing attacked; it person, or whether there is some use 
arts" as we find them in slapstick pleased the democratic American to made of group response. 
comedy, the funny papers, and Paul pretend to be beneath it." Of Dooley, The Thousand and One Weeks' Movie 
Whiteman, are the exclusive posses- he makes a supreme remark: "The.re The Th.ief of Bagdad has evidently 
sion of the tender years, but that they isn't a chance in the world that he will settled down at the Colonial Theatre 
have been relegated to us by our be forgotten because he is recognized for the usual indefini'te run of Fair-
scornful elders. And we in the nat- in England, and we shall some day banks pictures. It is a magnificent 
ural conservatism of youth did not reimport his reputation." Perhaps hodge-podge of fairy tale and Arabian 
know what to do with them. We en- one feels that · sufficient attention is Nights full of movement of the Thief's 
joyed them and we were afraid to devoted to Ring Lardner when he says, quick springs and smooth recovery. 
confess it, we could not afford to be "What is the use of Babbitt in five Best of all is the use of every bit of 
considered vulgar and crude. To quote hundred pages if we have Lardner in film as an individual canvas where 
Mr. Seldes: "In America the fear of five hundred words?" composition and balance are to be 
vulgarity is the beginning of dead- Mr. Seldes has studied his subject considered. The close up has practi-
ness." minutely and has not lost his zest. cally disappeared and the compara-
The lively arts are considered as Both the subject and the result were tive close up is placed in a natural 
forms which belong to our immediate worth the pains. He has given us a manner against a simple background 
existence and are related to the ma- source book of the lesser arts-"which instead of the usual distracting blurr. 
jor arts by the very degree of their re- have also a pleasure to give, and if The trick stuff is so frankly trick that 
spective extremes of "high levity" and we savour it strongly and honestly we we enjoy it as we do all magic and 
"high seriousness." Forever mud- shall lose none of our delights in the the wishing ring we always hoped we 
dling in the middle ground is Bogus others. . But if we fear and hate them, would find, and when we do. 
Art whose :scalp Mr. rSeldes neatly hangs how shall we go into the Presence?" M. H ., 1926. 
at his belt in his series of critical es- The Denisha.wn Dancers TILLA DURIEUX 
says. He subjects to the keenest kind Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn with 
"Mein Hande ! Meine Hande ! " It 
of scientific analysis the jazz juice in the Denishawn Dancers gave two pro- is a cry fitting Ip-higenia. My body 
popular entertainment yet without grams at the Boston Opera House 
losing any of his enjoyment of its early in April. The second program 
included an experiment in dancing "as 
seems to sink a way from me in the 
chair. At the same time I can hardly 
1lavor. His synthesized judgments 
are- often compressed into a brief sen-
tence that 1licks the intellect like a 
lash or hits with the thump of a Dry-
den couplet. 
breathe. Up to now only the head 
an independent art" without music. and ne·ck of this unbelievable actress 
We agree with Mr. Seldes in think- h b . "bl h h k 1 . . ·ave een visi e, s e as spo en on y 
mg . that there is no reason for the . 1 . t h h 11 b t 
Jazz is the tempo of our lively arts, 
and his dissection of that and our 
... ,, . . Im a ow voice, ye s e as a u dance to mterpret music. Dancmg b k . t "th tlh . 
to music is a kinesthetic reaction to froh en yoffu i~ who wil t e poignancy 
. . o er su ermg, as e you sense the 
its mood and drive. It may urge the . "t f h . . h 
other really native mode of expression, dancer to pantomime or to muscular exqmsi eness 0 er spirit, t e depth 
of her sensibility. It was only much 
the movies, are of chief interest. Mr. reflexes which express his exhilara-
Seldes has the most remarkable facul- tion or depression. There is no good 
ty of seeing clearly what is close at reason, besides personal taste, why 
hand without losing his sense of per- the esthetic effect of music on the 
spective. All types of pictures take listener should not be intensified 
their proper relative position when through the eye as well as the ear. 
the spectacle, including the spectacu- But to take the mood of the dancer 
lar melodrama, and the grotesque and contrive music to fit is an un-
comedy with the possibility of the gro- natural inversion. 
tesque tragedy are pointed out as their However, dancing in its purest 
two sound elements. One of the first form might be called the creation of 
critics to appreciate the true value of emotion through gesture. Here music 
the "cheerful madness" in slapstick does not belong. In Tragica the Deni-
comedy, his summary of its past and shawn dancers under the leadership 
suggestion for its future are invalu- of Doris Humphrey .have declared the 
able. independence of dancing. 
Mr. Chaplin, Krazy Kat, and Irving We suspect that we were supposed 
later, when I saw some drawings of 
her by a Viennese artist that I rea-
lized that she is ugly; the sensitive 
mouth is almost negroid, the cheek-
bones high, the remarkable eyes are 
not beautiful. At the time I was 
bl'inded by her magnetism, her pain 
put me on the rack with her. The 
play was a weak one, as its heroine, 
Tilla Durieux, was supposed to be 
paralyzed, and in the scene of which 
I am speaking, she regains the use of 
her limbs. The meaning and rhythm 
of her body, the extremity of her soul 
-she seemed a sort of Oedipus in her 
greatness. It is impossible for any-
one but Stark Young to des·cribe her 
without ranting-but can't someone 
get her to come back from Germany, 
Berlin are the high points in these to gather a story from the movements 
critical and appreciative documents. of the ·group dividing and enclosing 
Chaplin he fairly conceded to the ma- the two central dancers. Mercifully 
jor arts, and his affection for "the gen- it was concealed or enough so that one and play here again? 
tie monster of our new mythology" is felt only the sense of plot, the very E. L. W., '27. 
a lovely thing. elements of drama-the flow and SOME EXHIBITIONS NOW OPEN 
It seems that Ignatz and Krazy Kat rhythm of tragedy. Besides illus- Doll and Richards--Exhibition by 
developed as incidental characters in trating the exquisite beauty and the Emmet Sherwood; Water Colors by 
Herriman's strip called •the Family, power of movement in linear pattern, J. Olaf Olson; Etchings by various 
and were recognized for their inner there were moments of gesture in artists. 
worth by the editor's office boy. From the dance that were as arresting as Guild of Boston Artists-General Ex-
that point the philosophic romance of the pauses of a great symphony-one hibition. 
Krazy began.. There is no exaggera- like the end of children's "wring the Robert C. Vose Gallery-Ancient 
tion in the statement that "it is actu- dishrag" when the narrowing diamond Ships by Paul Farnham. 
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ESCAPE IN YELLOW leaves, blotching that of the sunlight, 
falls across my eyes. I have dreams, 
The English lady with the stringy then, infinitesimal, yet strangely po-
neck finished singing "In the Gloam- tent. The beat of the second seems 
Scribblers 
THE HURDY GURDY MAN 
ing" and leered graciously at her audi- to pause on the brink of eternity. 
·ence of ot'her ladies, all her near con- Myriads of forms and places fl.ash be- Dirty little man fl.ashing swift bright 
temporaries, who smiled at each ot'her fore my vision. I realize them, know smiles 
in complacent gentility. As another them, lose them, all in an instant. Your eye is black and wicked and 
of their order entered the yellow Sometimes I reach far to draw in you have your wiles. 
drawing room they became animated, one of · these forms, one of these You thrust your hat capacious just be-
and cried out ·in playful chorus, "Oh, strange beings. But it is hard for neath my nose, 
you don't know what you've missed! me to hold them intact; for soon they Your dark mustache is drooping, and 
Now you must hear more of this de- take on the characters of people I your tan cheek glows. 
licious music." Seating her ponder- know. Often the mere suggestion of 
ousness upon a spindling "settee" of a word will banish them forever. . . . Behind you in the street yelp the 
bamboo, she begged placidly for more · It was just where the melody of town's small boys, 
"music." These gloomy afternoons Valse Bluette rises a sixth that I saw And from a weird contraption issues 
were apt to be tiresome (didn't they the Man. For the fraction of a mo- strange loud noise. 
think?) without some .entertainment to ment he was there; then he began to Sounds of wild sweet laughter, and the 
relieve them. The sea made such a fade. But by some accident, I still shift of gears, 
noise that it was nice to listen to had him when the next quiet cascade Blares of quick disaster, and the grace 
something else more pleasant. of notes fell. Sometimes I think that 
The singer, who had been fl.uttering I may have seen him, as a child-
her music in twittering indecision that the infinite number of chances 
whether or not to sit down, held a in brain-coordination happened upon 
simpering colloquy with her accom- him, bringing him for a second time 
panist and began to smile archly at into my consciousness. For although 
the long twisted fringe of a y.ellow I had no recollection of him, he was 
of tears. 
Light and sudden raindrops, 
Flowers without plan, 
Spring and Life and discord, and 
The hurdy gurdy man! 
. ALICE HICKEY, 1926. 
silk lampshade. As she sang, she vaguely familiar. SPRING AFTERNOON IN SCHOOL 
turned her head coquettishly now and I saw him: slightly crooked, with 
then · toward the door, apparently an intangible defect in the way he High on the wall a clock that ticks 
flirting with draperies, hideously yel- was built. A lock of black hair fell interminably. . On the floor 
low, w.hich hung there. over a forehead that sloped and was Mud, caked and dri.ed, from shoes and 
Her sillinesses antagonized the not beautiful. The beauty lay in the stockings, 
scrawny little girl who sat by the, sadne1?S and the dark shadows of his Crumbling to ~ust beneath their rest-
window, looking down on a cold sea. eyes. His nose was irregularly aqui- less feet. 
The child turned her back on the room line. His mouth made a thin line Marbles falling now and then from 
and tried to listen to the sea. "She's above a chin not too determined. jacket pockets, 
such an ugly old thing," she thought. Piece by piece I tried to visualize his Drooping dark violets lying on a desk 
"I wish the ocean would roll right in clothes. But I could only see that In the peucil groove, in the gray water 
here and wash her away." This idea they were shabby. Squeezed from the sponge tied to a 
took such a hold on th.e little girl's I had the feeling of his self: dis- slate. 
fancy that she played with it longing- satisfied, sensitive, ul1tra-proud and Clusters of locust flowers, cream-and 
ly. Perhaps if the lady screeched long ultra-kind, dreaming-yet shutting honey colored; 
enough the sea would become really away his dreams-, working-yet ha- Fragrant with the cloying fragrance 
angry. If it did it might easily send ting the burden of it. He had desires, of all frail white flowers, 
in a great wave, through these very sensed their presence, and shut them Hanging like pompons over the ears 
windows. It wouldn't have to reach away, afraid of marring their purity. of little girls,-
so very high. And it was already With the last measure, I became In the boys' buttonholes, marsh-mari-
beating very hard on those 1brown aware of the woman. I saw the skirt golds, 
rocks there below. It was getting of her dress first, and her spreading Smelling of swamp earth and last 
into a dreadful temp-er, now. It was brown shoes, the tilt of her hat and year's leaves, 
roaring and boiling at a furious rate. the long pale wisps of her hair. Her Beyond the open wind-ow, a longed-
But the lady was shrieking w'ith an hands I noticed particularly. They for freedom-
a:lmost fearful courage. Wasn't she were red, square, and uncared-for. A wide land, reawakened, stirring in 
afraid of the sea at all? It thundered Developed, they might have made the sunlig'ht,-
on the rock in a mighty warning. The good piano hands. But I pictured them Wind moving in an emerald wheat 
lady reached her highest note, quav- on a keyboard and they seemed sud- field, 
ered in a long, wailing note, and then denly impotent. Her fl.at features, Where, in an hour-less than an hour 
sat down. The biggest wave of all growing clear only gradually, were -half an hour 
was .subsiding now. It was too bad. belied by the knowing curve of her The long green blades wdll tangle 
She had escaped the sea forever. mouth, which was twitching with around the ankles 
CHARLOTTE MORRIS, 1925. amusement. With a start I realized Of those too-eager who seek the kill-
what she was doing. She was laugh-
THE EVOJ,UTION OF TWO 
CHARACTERS 
I have listened many times to the 
slowly throbbing, major-minor modu-
ing at the man. And he, on turning, 
found that her laughter was not sym-
pathetic. 
RUTH REINHART, 1926. 
lations of Valse Bluette, and part of TEMPERAMENTAL 
me has laughed-gently because the 
other part of me has cried. And 
through the soft swing of the meas- With lithesome twist and saucy prance 
ures, I have let my thoughts wander You tumble down in giddy dance. 
into moments of semi-consciousness, Then, petulant, in tears you go, 
such as I have when I drive along a White illusions, flakes of snow. 
country road, and the pattern of the HELEN KAUFMAN, 1927. 
deer's nest. 
HELEN SANTMYER, 1918. 
SONG 
The spring is near 
And you are far. 
I tread tne earth 
And love a star. 
The star will neither 
Hear nor see, 
So all the Spring Earth 
Laughs at me. 
V. C.H. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
FLAME OF BEAUTY And so the old tale of tragedy and starting point for somewhat aimless 
beauty has .been turned into new chan- dartings from one amusing comment 
D eirdre. James Step'hens. The Mac- nels, with he•re and there a flicker to another,-as, far example, The 
millan Company, 1923. of •ironic humor to clear away the Pittsburgh Ow l serves as the merest 
mists and give perspective. I fin- excuse for an engaging character 
It is to my mind one of the most ished Mr. Stephens' book with that sketch of that city. Indeed the sub-
difficult tasks in all literature for a malicious laughter still echoing, and I ject matter itself is frequently rather 
writer to take old material, with wondered whether that humor existed negligible, and at times one wishes 
which others have already dealt, and only where it appeared to exist, or the author had picked material more 
to treat it in such a way as to em- whether it continued to laugh behind inherently interesting in itself. 
phasize its individual value. and its the pathos. In either case, how subtle But after all, one does not really 
conn-0tative decorations, and at the is that write.r if he can make his audi- mind this lack very much, for the 
same time infuse it with his own per- ence weep while he laughs, how kind light, amusing, and delicately subtle 
son·ality. if he refrains from indulging his elev- style of the writer supplies sufficient 
This has been accomplished, and erness, and allows them to weep un- charm in itself. Miss Warner's hu-
most succesisfully, by Mr. Stephens in mocked. mor is irresistible, with its whimsical 
his new version of the Deirdre leg- thought and adroit turn of word and 
ends. These ever fascinating tales, SCIENTIFIC TID-BITS phrase, and the delightful anecdotes 
taken from the twilight time of the she tells have the happy knack of 
green land, and touched on in a lyrical Ohats on Science. E . E. Slos!:!on. The making each reader start on a paral-
manner by such writers as J.M. Synge Century Company. New York, 1924. lel train of reminiscence of his own.-
and William Butler Yeats, and in a ["That makes me think of the time 
For all S·UCh as loved the Books of more comprehensive form by Lady 
Gregory, have now been passed into 
the surprisingly appropriate m-0ld of 
the novel. 
For the lovers of the Gaelic Helen, 
Knowledge and St. Nicholas' "Nature 
and Science for Young Folks" in their 
youth, Dr. Slossion's Chats on Science 
will be a delight. It has the same 
the essence of her charm has been dis- charming lack of sequence in its 
tilled in a new way. Not -even the old- brief, easily read articles and the same 
est of these lovers need fear to see the unexpectedness of painlessly im-
new Deirde, f.or Mr. Stephens has parted information that characterize 
been too wise to attempt to alter ·the those benefits to questioning minds. 
beloved woman, ·to read his book is It is distinctly a book for adults, how-
merely to view her through a more ever. Those who have studied the 
powerful telescope. Mr. Stephens' elements of science need not fear that 
Conachur watches her drink and mus- they will find in it only the things 
ingly says, "Oh, shy cluster of delight, t'hey already know. Dr. Slosson tells 
I imagined it so. I imagined how the of new discoveries that are wisely ig-
thin red lip would arch and curve and nored in beginning classes lest they 
cling to the cup; and I foresaw how confuse the student's conception of old 
it would cling and uncurve and re- established laws and make still harder 
arch and withdraw." It is with siuch ideas that are hard enough for most 
images of suggestion that Mr. of us to grasp. at first even in their 
Stephens has caught the elusive, p.o- most generalized simplification. Still 
tent charm of the story of Deirde, and it is exciting to know that science is 
has bound it with delicate chains of not cut and dried but constantly 
growing and changing as old hypothe-
we--, etc.,-" the excitement of be-
ing locked out of one's house, for ex-
ample, and of learning to swim, or to 
sail, and the characteristic "minor 
collisions" of family life.] It is the 
narrative parts and the glimpses of 
character sketching that are best done 
and most entertaining [one would 
like to see Miss Warner try her hand 
at a group of real short stories, if she 
has not already done so.] 
The essays are distinctly "Contribu-
tors' Club"-ish. But light as they are, 
they are far from being all froth; 
there is a decided undercurrent of real 
feeling running througih many of them, 
and even the most cheerfully frivolous 
dip a little below the surface at the 
end, leaving one with a bit of rather 
fine and thoughtful sentiment. 
KATHERINE COOK, 1925. 
WALTER DAMROSCH 
irony, humor and trag.ic beauty. 
ses are being stretched and new ones My Musical L i f e, by Walter Damrosch. It seems rather sad then to conceive 
being made to cover the surprising New York, Charles S\°'~ribner's Sons, of an alloy which has made the fine 
ft f results of more and more exact ob- U*23. $4.00. chains rm, the act that the half 
mocking laugh of the p·rose, and its servation. Dr. Slosson, in a few en- Like Rachmaninoff's best prelude, 
occasional startlingly real chuckle are tertaining words that are often hu- My Musical Life starts on three dom· 
morous and only occasionally faceti-
unmistakably reminiscent of James 
ous, gives us a sense both of the high inant notes: the author's birth at Branch Cabell. Which is the uncon-
adventure of discovery and of the 
scious plagiarist I am not sufficiently homely advantages that the human 
astute to say, but if Mr. Step.hens 
Breslau; the misfortunes of that high-
ly talented, highly misunderstood man, 
his father; and the removal of the 
Damrosch family to New York. But 
at this point the autobiography, un-
like the best work of the composer, 
should be guilty, I should feel this to 
be one of the cases where the dis-
ciple has surpassed the master. 
But shedd.ing malice, we have here 
the Deirdre legends epitomized in a 
manner not too erudite for the simple 
lovers of Deirdre, nor too lacking in 
subtlety for the wise. Occasionally 
indeed, Mr. Stephens descends to truly 
epig;rammatical and philosophical pas-
sages. But even these can be forgiven 
him, for they are done with a credit-
able restraint, and how easily can we 
imagine a trite sentence· flying from 
the mouth of Lavarcham, or a dog-
matic philos<0phy from th·at of Cona-
chur, 
race will gain from it. 
ANOTHER ONE OF OURS 
falters a little and loses a vestige of 
Groups and Couples, by Frances Lester its continuity. The writer seems un-
Warner. Boston and New York, 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1923. 
ce•rtain of his score. He wanders. Al-
though, like a skHlful performer, he 
Miss Warner set her own pace with picks up the thread of his theme later 
Endicott and I, her book of narrative- on, it is only to drop it aga<in at in-
essays-or essay-narratives- and a tervals throughout the book. 
fine, swift, sure-footed pace it was. Rambling is, to be sure, in keep.ing 
In Groups and Couples she distinctly with a leisurely survey of one's life. 
lags a bit; still it is a pleasant, It would be forgivable, in this case, 
though unevenly entertaining collec-
tion that she has given us here. The 
deliberately arresting titles of these 
essays often seem to act as the bare 
were there not incongruous lapses be· 
tween the chapters themselves. Nim-
ble·-witted though the reader may be, 
it is d·isconcerting to ·be swung, with 
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mercurial swiftness from the pathos 
of Lizst's death (chapter 5) to a semi-
SALT AND SONG romances ... the one growing sweetly 
from the other under the benignant 
Songs of the Sea and Sailors' Chanteys. eyes of the Creator, whose shining flippant discussion of the acoustics in 
'Compiled by Robert Frothingham, name among the children of men is 
the Metropolitan Opera House. (Chap- Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924. Love." Mr. Durant, whose real name 
ter 6). Mr. Damrosch would be the was Henry Welles Smith, was de-This little volume in its sea-green 
last one to follow the Pathetique by binding, is fresh as a breath of its own scended from English stock, a part of 
the Symphonica Domestica, without salt air, which it seems somehow to 
pausing. Yet he has done virtually have sucked in, and made a part of 
which had come to America in 1663. 
At fifteen the boy entered Harvard 
the same thing, in his writing. itself. What a genuine love of the to follow his father's profession and 
skimming gulls, of the acrid, biting become a lawyer. Instead he decided 
Of many deficiencies Mr. Damrosch to be a poet It must have been a breezes, and even of the frozen depths · · 
was, himself, conscious. He was not of Davy Jones' Locker is expressed bitter struggle. His mother was 
attempting an essentially literary in this veritable hymnbook of the sea. strongly opposed to him, his father 
work. He wanted a "truthful tale The book represents all ages, from rather amused. But he continued in 
and an honest account of his aspir~ 
ations and struggles." Yet technical 
errors- pedagogical though it is to 
the old-time chanteys with their his determination. However, at the 
jolly rhythm and swing, to the sea- end of his college course, his family 
songs of last year. Shakespeare, overbore him and he found himself 
Masefield and Kipling, as well as thrust into law. 
stress them-certainly detract from plain Bill Adams and Nancy Shores It seems to have frozen him, for 
his clarity. . chant their praises together. Many from then on he became a hardheaded, 
different moods are expressed, but all calculating, brilliant lawyer with a It is only fair to admit, however, 
have felt the same call. The singers tremendous appetite for work. As he 
that Mr. Damrosch gains in facility as are boisterous, light-hearted, or wist- rose in his profession he found his 
he progresses. Moreover, very near ful. but none are bitter,-their fresh, name a drag-there were too many 
his weakness lies his strength. His wind-blown philosophy prevents that. Smiths-so he proceeded to change it, 
spirited frankness finds vent in hJis in- The more formal of these poems a very characteristic act. 
formality. Where others cloy with seem out of place, but, fortunately, In 1854 at the age of thirty-two he 
they are very few. For the most part, married his cousin, Pauline Cazenove, 
the tr:ite suavity of their opinions he these rollicking songs are written in a zealous follower of the unyielding 
pricks with a sharp acumen. He is a vernacular strongly tainted with Doddridge. His daughter, Pauline, 
never a looker-on with observations. natural salt. Many of them are in was only one of the eight "little lives" 
The strange part is thiat when Mr. ballad form and are essentially dra- that "had not come to stay," but 
Damrosch becomes partisan we be- matic. Since they are meant to be "passed out into the unseen, the in-
come partisan, too. Some bearish sung from memory on a swaying deck visible world" ... "through the door 
subtlety in his methods grips us. or mast-head, they are rhythmic and which seemed never quite to close." 
We boil within when Thomas threat- very simple. The music of a few is Yes, really. 
ens Leopold Damrosch. We take an given. There was a continuous struggle be-
unholy delight in tricking Seidel into tween Mrs. Durant's desire for the sal-
leading "Il Trovatore." We have an MR. DURANT vation of her husband's soul and his 
ethical desire to subjugate all "ar- refusal to be saved or even to con-
tistic" outbursts. The Life of Henry Fowler Durant by sider that he needed it. Things went 
Walter Damrosch has many sides to Flot en<'e ~vlo;·se Kingsley. 'fho Cen- on in this way till in July, 1863, Harry, 
his character. His sympathies are tnry Cc. New York, 1924. the son for whom he had laid the 
broad. He treats with fine restraint foundations of a large fortune and 
Lizst's greatness and the tragedy of The life of Henry Durant, full of made plans for a wonderful future, 
the old abbe-"surrounded by miser- beautiful and bitter experience, was died of diphtheria. During his ill-
able sycophants and humbling himself illuminated by the great inner ad- ness his father had resolved that 
for Wagner." He feels the over- venture that we inadequately call con- "whether our boy lives or dies, I will 
whelming irony in the face of Hans henceforth live for God! " 
Von Biilow-a different Von Billow version. A book which would closely He kept his resolve and there be-
from him of Mr. Auer's book. Very scrutinize the facts and creative gan that wonderful period of growth 
frequently humor bubbles over. To be forces of his life while they can yet and development in him which cul-
sure, Mr. Damrosch does not scintil- be obtained would throw a light on minated in the establishment of Wel-
late with wit; but he has a homely the personal power of a man to whom lesley, and the surrender at fifty-one 
sense of fun-wh!ich is, after all, a of all his land and fortune, and the de-
saving grace. There is an account of we owe great reverence and complete votion of his energy to the consum-
a disaster with suspenders at his understanding, and on the whole sub- mation of his ideal. We are deeply 
first concert. And one passage of ject of religious experience. grateful to Miss Kingsley for insert-
the book will assuredly live. Superb- Perhaps we take him too seriously ing in its entirety Mr. Durant's ser-
ly American, the carpenter calls out to and ask too much when we expect mon, The Spirit of the College. Even 
de Reizke, "Jean-you done :fine." though there may be opinions that 
All the events of the book-the Miss Kingsley to live up to her own are at variance with our own and 
founding of the Symphony and Ora-
torio Society, the DamrQsch opera 
company-the undercurrents of politi-
cal, social, and musieal life are all 
subordinate to the development of 
Walter Damrosch himself. He grows 
from a whimsical little boy to a young 
man, forced into responsibility by his 
father's death. From a youth, he ma-
tures into the great figure he is today. 
Not once does he lose his place as 
central :figure of the book. 
"'And that is the moral tp that,' 
said the Duchess." 
resolve to give the truth and beauty reasoning we might consider false, 
of his life. He requested that no por- we can not help recognizing the fun-
trait or bust be erected in his mem- damental soundness of the man who 
ory because he wished to avoid all says-
"The true purpose (of education) is glorl.fication At the same time, re-
. to prepare this Godgiven, immortal 
calling this to mind, Miss Kingsley creation for living, working, cre-
wraps each part of her story with the ating. . . . for being somewhat and 
pink adjectives of sentimentality. doing somewhat in this our God's 
Some of the "unsparing frankness" 
she wonders at in Mr. Durant's let-
ters would have been of service. 
In a circuitous fashion the family 
histqry 9f iwr. Durap.t is tol~-"liplred 
world." 
If you are willing to dig through 
the biographer's flowery non-essen-
tials to the man lJ:iJni:;e!f1 you will :find 
a great figure , 
